In Too Deep

Tybee Island Shifters Book One Hell risk
everything for the love of one human.
Agreeing to be her good friends
bridesmaid, Emma Anderson jets off to
Tybee Island for the wedding. Her dress is
perfect and her shoes are adorable, but her
friends elegant beachside home hides an
ancient secret...one that threatens to expose
a secret society of werewolves.
Drake
Randolph has watched his sisters friend
grow into a ravishing woman, but hes
always kept his distance. As the heir to the
Randolph fortune and the alpha of the
Secret Society of Savannah Lycanthropes,
Drake cannot afford to draw the innocent
little brunette into the dangerous lycan
world. Passion between them soon blazes
hotter than the Georgia summer. But when
the wrong woman is kidnapped to prevent
the wedding of a lycan to a mortal, Drake
must risk everything to save Emma from
the ones who will see the downfall of all he
holds dear.
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